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In 2020, teams will also have the opportunity to use control 

technology solutions from Emerson.

General informations
a. Emerson is organizing an additional event at the Pneumobil competition for teams starting with  
 Emerson’ control technology.

b. We are looking for the best PACSystems Controller solution in this category

c. During the preparation period of the race you are invited to design a measurement and control system  
 based on the hardware and software described below. Among the applicants, the best 10 teams will be  
 selected by a jury put together by EMERSON engineers. These team will receive all software and hard 
 ware necessary.

d. An ideal application should be no more than 5 pages, will contain a detailed explanation on what sensors  
 and actuators will they pair with the system given and what are the most important measured and controlled  
 properties of the vehicle. 

e. The documentation  should contain a list of the products to be used, along with the product name (Part  
 Number). 

f. The deadline of the application is 31st December, 2019, midnight.

g. Submission of the application: please upload your application documents including the Product List with  
 Product Numbers and Product Name and the two diagrams in the Plans folder with the title “PACSystems  
 Controller Application” on the www.pneureg.hu webpage.

h. The accepted parts will be delivered with the other EMERSON product. 

Emerson PACSystems Controller 
and I/O Competition Announcement
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Products offered for the competition

PACSystems RSTi-EP CPE100 Programmable Automation Controller: 

RSTi-EP CPUs make it possible to incorporate the entire PACSystems programming suite in stand-alone 
applications or as auxiliary control in larger process applications that use.

Main features:

a. CPE100 supports real-time application status and remote diagnostics.

b. Dual LAN interfaces with four Ethernet ports and built-in RS-232 serial port.

c. Support for a range of communications protocols, including PROFINET.

d. Up to 1 MB of non-volatile user memory.

Further informations: https://www.geautomation.com/products/pacsystems-rsti-ep-cpe100

RSTi EP High Density, High Performance I/O: 

The innovative RSTi-EP I/O is a powerful combination of clean layout, high density, and small footprint. It 
can accommodate up to 64 modules and 1024 I/O points per drop.

Main features:

a. Network adapter support for PROFINET RT, PROFIBUS, Modbus TCP and EtherCAT.

b. Designed with hot-swap IO and inputs and outputs that can be switched off independently. These features  
 enable service activities to be performed while the sensor system is active.

c. Easy error diagnosis: Localize errors instantly with an LED directly on the channel and status indicators on  
 every module. 

d. High speed system bus communicates up to 256 discrete inputs or outputs.

e. 100 MBps Ethernet on Ethernet enabled network adapters.
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Avalilable components:

a. EPXPNS001 PROFINET IRT Network Adapter, 2 Cu RJ45 Ports, 1024 bytes 

b. EP-1218 Digital Input, 8 Points, Positive Logic, 24VDC 2 Wire

c. EP-2218 Digital Output, 8 Points, Positive Logic, 24VDC, 0.5A, 2 Wire

d. EP-3164 Analog Input, 4 Channels Voltage/Current 16 Bits 2, 3, or 4 Wire

e. EP-3704 4 Channels RTD 16 Bits with Diagnostics 2, 3, or 4 Wire (for temp. sensors)

f.  EP-4164 Analog Output 4 Channels Voltage/Current 16 Bits 2, 3, or 4 Wire

g. EP-7641 1 Channel 24VDC Input Flow 10A for extra current needs

Further information: https://www.geautomation.com/products/rsti-ep-io. 

Machine Edition (ME) software tool

Machine Edition is used to develop and configure the system. 

a. It includes support for configuring and programming the PACSystems controller range using IEC61131-3  
 languages including Ladder Logic, Structured Text and Function Block Diagram. 

b. Machine Edition supports object oriented programming with User Defined Function Blocks and User  
 Defined Data types (UDTs). C subroutines are also supported. 

c. A Profinet discovery tool (DCP) is used to discover and configure Profinet IO devices. 

d. For QuickPanel+, Machine Edition supports configuration of the screens and scripts and programming of  
 the embedded logic controller.  

Optional accessory: QuickPanel+

QuickPanel+ is a modern, high performance operator interface featuring a Human Machine Interface (HMI) 
and a scripting engine for custom functions. 

The HMI part includes various graphic objects to create screens which are animated from variables, mul-
tiple drivers for various controllers to populate the variables with controller values, other HMI capabilities 
including security, alarming, trending and local data logging. 

The scripting engine supports VB .NET to allow data manipulation and analysis and data logging to local 
storage or to a cloud-based server.

Further information: https://www.geautomation.com/products/quickpanel
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Prizes
The best EMERSON PACSystems Controller solution will be choosen based on points given to the technical 
application and the race performance, and will be awarded with an appropriate prize. Further details will be 
available during the application period.

Technical Support rizes
  Steven Ward, PACSystems specialist

  Steve.Ward@emerson.com

 



Emerson’s International AVENTICS 
Pneumobile Competition equals 
engineering excellence, fun and ingenuity.

Visit us: Emerson.com
Your local contact: Emerson.com/contactus

https://en.pneumobil.hu/ 

Facebook.com/Pneumobil 

LinkedIn.com/company/Emerson-Automation-Solutions

Twitter.com/EMR-Automation
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Compressed-air-powered vehicles - known as “pneumobiles” - designed and created by engineering 
students are competing at the annual event. The vehicles, which are based on Emerson’s AVENTICSTM 
pneumatics components, are tested for endurance, manoeuvrability and speed.  This competition 
further demonstrates Emerson’s long-standing commitment to STEM programs that support the 
future workforce, including supporting over 350 academic institutions globally.


